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Infrared absorption of holes in a parabolic quantum well
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We observe the infrared absorption of holes in a wide graded AlxGa12xAs parabolic quantum well
to be at a single frequency, independent of the number of holes in the well. The resonant absor
frequency appears to be determined by thelight holemass,not the heavy hole mass.
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The generalized Kohn theorem1,2 states that electrons re
siding in a spatially parabolic potential well and in parabo
bands ink space absorb radiation at the bare harmonic os
lator frequency of the empty parabola irrespective
electron-electron interaction or the number of electrons
the well. This has been observed in a number of experim
on electron gases in parabolically graded AlxGa12xAs quan-
tum wells,3–6 as also on quantum wires7–9 and dots7,10where
the confining potential is, in most cases, approximately pa
bolic. The effect of deviations, both intentional and uninte
tional, from a perfectly parabolic shape of the potential w
has been investigated both theoretically11–13 and
experimentally.14–16With the exception of the case of a s
perlattice superimposed on the parabolic quantum w
~where a mass-shifted generalized Kohn theorem respon
observed!,17 the wells with deviations from perfect parab
licity display a violation of the theorem qualitatively an
quantitatively consistent with a uniform radiation field no
coupling not only to the center-of-mass oscillation of t
electron gas, but also to its internal oscillations.

In this letter we present an experiment to test the th
rem when the other condition, i.e., that the carriers resid
parabolic bands ink space is violated. A hole gas in a sp
tially parabolically graded AlxGa12xAs quantum well repre-
sents a good candidate for such a test. More importantly,
valence band is composite, i.e., composed of many branc
So, the experiment presented below tests the genera
Kohn theorem not just in nonparabolic bands, but also
composite bands. The Luttinger–Kohn Hamiltonian for
hole gas in an ideal parabolic quantum welldoes not appear
to allowa clean division into two parts as for the above ca
a part that depends only on the internal oscillations of
hole gas and another that depends only on the oscillatio
its center of mass. Interaction with a uniform radiation fie
is therefore expected to yield a complex absorption sp
trum. Yet, a remarkably simple result is obtained in the
periments below: a broad absorption whose peak freque
is independent of the number of holes in the well, and fr
whole value the carrier mass extracted is equal to that of
light hole in GaAs.

The sample was grown by conventional molecular be
epitaxy ~MBE! on a ~100! semi-insulating GaAs substrat

a!Present address: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA, Mail Stop 302-
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109.
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and consists of a 1000-Å-wide graded AlxGa12xAs alloy in
which the Al mole fractionx is varied quadratically from 0.2
at the edges to 0.01 at the center~Fig. 1!. The grading was
accomplished using the digital alloy technique, i.e., the a
is composed of a superlattice of period 20 Å, each per
consisting of two layers, viz., GaAs and Al0.35Ga0.65As, and
with the duty cycle of the latter varied quadratically. T
period of the superlattice was chosen to be fine enough
the length scale~\/m*v)1/2 of variation of the low-lying
envelope functions.18 The well is sandwiched between tw
Al0.35Ga0.65As barriers; Be-doped regions in the barriers
back 105 Å from the well edges supply holes to the w
Ohmic contacts to the hole gas in the well were made
alloying In/Zn contacts to the sample surface; a Ti/Au g
was then evaporated onto the surface to provide a gat
tune the number of holes in the well as in a field effe
transistor. The as-grown sample has a low temperature
sheet densityps5431011 cm22 with a mobility m523 000
cm2/V s, as determined from Hall measurements. More
tails on the growth and characterization of this and ot
similar samples can be found elsewhere.18

The variation of the capacitanceC between the front
gate and the hole gas in the well as a function of the app
voltageVg between the two~T54.2 K!, is graphed in Fig.
2~a!. The gate allows one to tune the hole densityps
[5(1/e)*CdVg# in the well from 0~for Vg.VT50.8 V, the
threshold voltage! to 1012 cm22. Using the depletion approxi
mation expressions19 for the 3D hole density
p05(2/ee)[d(1/C2)/dVg#

21 at the depthz5e/C, we ex-
tract the hole density distribution in the well@Fig. 2~b!#.20 A
hole accumulation layer is observed at the top edge of
well at high forward bias; a wide hole gas at an appro
mately uniform densityp0;331016 cm23 is seen to be dis-
persed across the rest of the well. Assuming the band
difference21 DEg(x) between AlxGa12xAs and GaAs to be

31,FIG. 1. Aluminum mole fraction versus depth showing parabolic quan
well. Be doping in the barriers supply holes to the well.
1/94/65(17)/2226/3/$6.00 © 1994 American Institute of Physics
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DEg(x)51.425x20.9x211.1x3, and that 30% of this dif-
ference occurs in the valence band~i.e., DEc/DEv570/30!,
we calculate the depth of the above parabolic potential w
D573.1 meV, with the 3D hole density corresponding to t
well curvaturep054.231016 cm23, in approximate agree-
ment with the observed value ofp0;331016 cm23 ~the dif-
ference may be due to a combination of growth parame
tolerances and uncertainty in theDEv value assumed for the
calculation!. The envelope functions~with zero in-plane mo-
mentum! of a single hole in a parabolic quantum well a
those of a simple harmonic oscillator. Assuming22 a heavy
hole massmhh50.51me and a light hole massmlh50.082me

~whereme is the free electron mass! we arrive at harmonic
oscillator ~HO! energy ladder spacings of 2.99 meV~24.1
cm21! and 7.38~59.5 cm21! meV for the heavy and light
holes, respectively.

Optical measurements were performed with a conv
tional rapid scan BOMEM Fourier Transform Infrare
~FTIR! spectrometer, with the radiation focused onto t
edge of the sample placed in front of a composite bolome
~inset of Fig. 3!. Both the sample and the bolometer we
cooled to 4.2 K. A polarizer was placed between the focus
cone and the sample edge in some experiments. The tr
mittance is calculated asT(Vg)/T(Vg51 V! with the trans-
mission at the gate voltageVg referenced to the transmissio
at Vg51 V at which gate voltage all the holes are deplet
out of the well. The distance that the infrared beam trav
through the sample in this slab geometry is approximatel
mm. The spectra were measured with a resolution of 2 cm21.

FIG. 2. ~A! Capacitance vs gate voltage~applied between surface gate an
ohmic contact to hole gas in parabolic well!, and hole sheet density vs gat
voltage for the sample~T54.2 K! in Fig. 1~b!. Hole density distribution in
the well calculated from~a! and overlaid on the design Al mole fraction
profile of the parabolic well. The gate voltages between which the deple
edge is swept through the well are also indicated.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 65, No. 17, 24 October 1994
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The transmittance of unpolarized light atVg50 V is
shown in Fig. 3. It has a peak absorption of;7% at a reso-
nance frequency of;50 cm21, and has an asymmetric line
shape with a long tail extending to higher energy. This ta
may be due to the nonparabolicity of the hole subband d
persion inkxy space, caused by the mixing of the heavy an
light holes away from the zone center, and has been obser
in optical measurements on 2D hole gases.23,24On changing
the gate voltage a series of transmittance spectra are obta
~Fig. 4! all of which show the same absorption line shap
The integrated absorption strength decreases with increas
positive gate voltage due to the decreasing number of hol
but the resonance frequency is held nearly fixed. One mig
have expected multiple features in the absorption especia
at high negative gate bias where the hole densityps is high
enough to populate both heavy and light hole subbands in
well. One might have further expected these features
change with decreasing hole density in a manner consist
with the complete depopulation of first the light hole sub
bands followed by that of the heavy hole subbands. None
these features are observed. There is a single dominant p
at v0;50 cm21 at all hole densities.

No absorption was measured~to within 60.1%! when
the light was polarized parallel to thexy plane in this slab
geometry; nor was any absorption measured when the rad
tion was incident normally on the sample. Absorption wa
measured only when the electric field of the light was pola
ized parallel to the growth direction. This is in contrast t
experiments on multiple square quantum wells where ho
intersubband absorption at normal incidence has been
served, this selection rule being allowed by the mixing of th
heavy and light hole bands away from the zone center.24,25

The resonance frequencyv0 of the harmonic oscillator is
by construction equal to the plasma frequenc
vp5e(p0/em* )

1/2 of a 3D hole gas of uniform densityp0.
Our optical measurement ofv0 coupled with the electrical
measurement ofp0 allows us to extract a mass for the carri
ers in the hole plasma from experimentally measured valu
alone. We determine this mass to bem*;0.083me, which is
very close to the light hole mass in GaAs. Should we a
tribute the observed resonance to the heavy hole, and ext

d
e

tion

FIG. 3. TransmittanceT(Vg50 V!/T(Vg51 V! at gate voltageVg50 V
shows absorption with a long high-energy tail, and a peak at;50 cm21.
Inset shows measurements schematic~not to scale!. Noise at low frequen-
cies~,20 cm21! is due to reduced transmission of the 12mm beamsplitter at
this end.
2227Sundaram et al.
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the heavy hole mass0.51me from it, we would have to
assume the well curvaturep0 to be;6 times higher, which is
well outside the tolerances of MBE growth. Moreover, th
value of the 3D hole densityp0, determined by experiment,
is quite close to that calculated from the growth desig
Hence, we unambiguously conclude the extracted mass to
the real mass of the carriers in the plasma.

A careful analysis of the in-plane dispersion of the hea
hole and light hole subbands of a hole gas in a parabo
quantum well, and its optical absorption, is clearly in orde
Such an analysis might very well show the robustness of
generalized Kohn theorem under the particular constraints
nonparabolicity in the carrier dispersion relations consider
here. Why do we observe a carrier mass that is solight? The
answer could lie in strain effects.26,27Compressive~in-plane!
strain causes the light hole subbands to move toward the
of the well while tensile strain causes them to move deep
into it. At a sufficiently high level of tensile strain, the ligh
hole subband can move so far down into the well that it c
become the lowest subband.26 Notwithstanding the Al grad-
ing, it is possible that there is a little residual tensile strain
the parabolic well center~Al0.01Ga0.99As! since it is grown on
a thick and relaxed Al0.35Ga0.65As barrier layer of slightly
larger lattice constant. For the empty parabolic well, w
calculate28 that the light hole HO ladder~;7.4 meV spacing!
drops by;2.4 meV into the well with respect to the heav
hole HO ladder~;3 meV spacing!. This places the lowest
light hole level;0.2 meV below the lowest heavy hole leve
making the lowest subband light hole-like. There are thr
heavy hole levels between the lowest two light hole leve
Remarkably, though, only the light hole resonance is o
served in the experiment at all hole densities, up to densi
where the heavy hole subbands are expected to be occup
We have no explanations for this.

The experiment that suggest itself is the measuremen
optical absorption in the sample as a function of externa
applied stress which can be used as a tool to tune the he
and light hole subbands.29 It would then be interesting to see
if the holes continue to absorb at a single dominant pe
frequency.

In conclusion, we observe holes in a parabolic quantu
well to absorb radiation at a constant frequency independ
of the number of holes in the well. This resonance frequen
corresponds to the plasma frequency of carriers having

FIG. 4. Transmittance at a number of gate voltages from high forward g
bias to depletion bias shows decreasing absorption strength but with
peak absorption frequency held constant. Noise at low frequencies~,15
cm21! is due to reduced transmission of the 25mm beamsplitter at this end.
2228 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 65, No. 17, 24 October 1994
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mass equal to the light hole mass for holes in a grade
Al xGa12xAs parabolic quantum well grown on~100! GaAs
substrate. The occurrence of the light hole mass might be du
to residual tensile strain in the quantum well. The absorptio
at a single peak frequency at all gate biases~with the hole
density changed from 0–1012 cm22! begs explanation.
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